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1. A non-linear theory for the sea response at the bow
of ships pitching and heaving in head seas has been
systematically derived.

2. This theory has been reduced to non-linear
computations of the free surface in the transverse plane, as
a function of time (2D&T).

3. The integral equations describing the motion in the
transverse plane have been formulated.

4. The problem at the interaction of the free surface
and the ship hull was successfully dealt with (this has been
a difficulty for some other investigators).

5. A computer method for the solution of these
integral equations in time has been formulated, and a code
prepared.

6. Calculations have been successfully made, see
Enclosures A & B.

7. The method is able to predict the history of water
level along the bow, including bow emergence, slamming, and
the height of water over the deckline. These are strongly
effected by non-linear processes.
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Nonlinear Analysis of Bow Wave Breaking and Deck Wetness

flajianc hlaruo and Wiushcug Song

1 Introduction

Among various problems of seakeeping qualities of ships, deck wetness or shipping of water becomes
important espacially in high speed operation in rough seas. It is a governing factor for determination of
freeboard and the design of flare at the bow in ship design practice. The existing method of theoretical
prediction of seakeeping qualities depends on the linearized theory of the fluid motion around the hull.
In practice, hydrodynamic forces on the hull are predicted by means of the strip theory. It is generally
accepted that the ship motion determined from the linear equation of the motion with hydrodynamic
coefficients, derived from the linearized theory in two dimensions, shows a fairly good prediction for
the ship behavior among waves, unless in very severe conditions. However it is known that some of
the prediction by means of the linearized theory is not necessarily satisfactory in several problems of
seakeeping characteristics including deck wetness and slamming impact. Deck wetness, which is the
problem of the present interest, is determined by relative height of the deck above the disturbed sea
surface. The simplest approximation by the existing practice is that the wave surface is taken as if it
were undisturbed by the existence of the ship hull. It is clear that this is a too coarse assumption, because
elevation of the sea surface changes due the disturbance by the hull to a considerable extent, so that the
interaction between the hull and the free surface should be taken into account by the prediction of free
surface elevation. The heave of the sea surface due to the disturbance by the hull is called the dynamic
swell. The existing practice employs the strip theory with the linearized theory in two dimensions applied
to each cross section of the hull. Takaishi et al(1972) calculated the relative height of the deck above the
disturbed wave surface of a container ship by the above method. Fairly good agreement was observed
between computation and experiment. Since this is the case of large container ship at forward speed
of moderate Froude number, the ship motion is comparatively mild, and the linearized theory seems to
work well. However the condition is different when the ship is operating at high speed in rough seas.
Nonlinearity becomes remarkable in the fluid motion around the hull, and breaking wave or spray is
observed at the bow, which is likely to have a considerable effect on shipping water. Thrie phenomena
are quite nonlinear and there has been no reliable method so far to predict deck wetness in such a severe
condition.

As the analytical solution is not applicable to the nonlinear boundary value problem, which appears
in the present case, the analysis depends on the numerical method in general. Although recent develop-
ment of the computational fluid dynamics enables the numerical solution of the fully three-dimensional
nonlinear free surface flow problem, the three-dimensional computation in the present problem does not
seem pratical because of large computer time and insufficient accuracy. The strip theory is the simplest
approidmation in which nonlinear effects can be considered. However the strip theory is unable to de-
scribe the effect of forward speed to the fluid motion in rational way. Application of the slender body
technique to the ship moving through ambient ocean waves provides a rational approach. The existing
theory of this kind is based on a series expansion of the solution with respect to two small parameters
which are mutually independent. The slenderness ratio of the hull and the ratio of wave height to the
ship's length are taken as the perturbation parameters in general. Then the first order solution is deter-
mined from a set of linear boundary value problems in two dimensions in the plane perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the hull. Thus the slender ship theory formulated in this way belongs originally to
the lincarized approximation. An implication of the two parameter expansion is the condition that the
ainplitude of the vertical motiu of the hull as well as the free surface elevation is small as compared with
the dinensiont of the cross ectiou of the hull, i.e. breadth and draft. However the motion amplitude is
wit nece.sarily small in comparison with the draft, even though the amplitude of oscillation and wave
height are both small i'i comparison with the ship's length, which is taken as the reference length in the
pertnrlbationi scheru(. This contrailiction in the consequence of the assumption that the slenderness ratio
and tie amplitudtle ratio are mutually independent. As a matter of fact, these paraneters are of the same
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orod r, an, I lhe selm ra I iou of two v;riahles'. is nt aplit'h)le to the ipresiit tiy.Iysis. Since tile slenderness
ratio alt[ Ilie a-llitpitle ratio are of tile sanie order, it Ls moire raLioal that they are expressed by a
co(mmiiI mp rAmnter. The i t rtirtth expansion with respect to a single paraneter leads to another set
of h.omiI;iry value prohems., which is dilfereit from tile existing . lender ship theory based on the two
primi ter expansiot. A great advantage of this schcie is that the first order solution allows the large
amUiliiloitili' Iotio ill tilt local scale. evei if a small aiplitude is assuned ill the global scale based on
tlie ship's length. Dilferent from tile existing slender ship theory, the boundary value problem becomes
nonliear ill tile new app}roach. This may bring sonie complication in the solution technique. However the
renmarLkbhe progress of the computational fluid dynamics in recent years has enabled the solution of fully
nolinear boundary value )roblem of the free surface flow to be tractable at least in two dimensions.

As fatr as the ship Is no forward speed, the principal idea of the solution is similar to the non-
linear strip theory. by which the fluid motion at each transverse plane is purely two-dimensional and
indcpendent each other. When the finite forward speed is introduced, however, the fluid motion in a
transverse plane at one cross section is subject to the effect of the fluid motion at other cross section.
Then the fluid motion around the hull becomes substantially three-dimensional. A great advantage of
the slender body technique is that the three-dimensional fluid motion is determined by the solution
of the two-dimensional boundary value problem at each cross section even though the fluid motion is
three-dimensional. Then the numerical solution for the nonlinear free surface flow is much simplified
from the fully three-dimensional solution. The numerical method for the solution of fully nonlinear free
surface problem in two dimensions, which has been developed recently, is available in the solution of the
three-dimensional problem in this manner.

In order to examine deck wetness, one must determine
1. Vertical movement of the deck.
2. Height of the free surface at the hull surface.
The vertical movement of the deck is determined from the equation of motion of the hull. Since the
fluid motion around the hull is nonlinear, the hydrodynamic forces and moments are nonlinear functions
of the ship and the incident wave. According to experimental data however, the nonlinearity of the
hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the hull as a whole is not remarkable except in such
extreme conditions that bottom slamming takes place. It is generally accepted that the solution of
linear equations of motion predicts the ship motion fairly well, if the hydrodynamic coefficients in the
equatons are suitably chosen. Correction may be applied to the hydrodynamic coefficients determined
by the linear strip theory in order to illustrate the nonlinear effect. The nonlinear slender ship theory
enables the nonlinear computation of hydrodynamic forces and moments. Then the ship motion may
be determined by integration of the nonlinear equation of motion, but the numerical work will become
enormous. In the present work, the ship motion is assumed to be given by a simple equation. Then the
boundary condition on the hull surface is given by known functions, and the fluid motion around the
hull is determined under given boundary conditions both on the hull surface and on the free surface.

Several problems are encountered in the development of a reliable computation scheme. The numer-
ical solution shows instability sometimes. Another problem of difficulty is treatment of the intersection of
tile hull surface and the free surface, when the boundary condition takes different form on two boundaries
of different kinds. Since the level of the point of intersection is the measure of deck wetness, determina-
tion of it is very important in the present problem. Wave breaking and spray are likely to appear on the
bow region. The computation scheme should be able to handle the fluid motion accompanied by wave
breaking and spray generation.

In the present work, effort is made to overcome the above difficulties in order to find out a method
of determining the free surface elevation at the bow, which governs deck wetness, when wave breaking
or spray generation is present. The aim of this work is to develop a method of predicting deck wetness,
which is more accurate than tile existing mothed based oi the linearized strip theory.

2 Outline of the mathematical formulation

Take the cartesian coordinates x, y, z fixed in space with the origin in the still water plane, with z
and y-axes taken horizontally and z-axis taken vertically upwards.

Tile fluid is assuned as inviscid and incompressible. Then the fluid motion started from rest is
irrotational and is specified by the velocity potential P which satisfies the Laplace eqution in the space
ocIcupied by tilt' itid.

2
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where subscripts uwe.au the partial derivatives. The boundary con(itiou for *P consists of two parts. One
is the I)oundary condition on the hull surface and the other is on the free surface.

Figure 1 Coorinate system

As shown in Figure 1, consider a ship moving through a regular train of waves with average forward
speed U in the direction of positive x-xs. Take another coordinate system (X, Y; Z) fixed to the ship.
withl X-axis along the longitudinal axis of the ship, Y-axis athwart ships and Z-a'ds in the upward
direction. The incident wave is taken to propagate in the z-direction with the profile expressed by the
equation

=C=., ffiAsin(kz: t+t o) (2)
where & = 2ir/A = w;2/g, A is the wave length and w is the circular frequency. The sip makes oscillations
whth three degrees of freedom, i.e. surge, heave and pitch. The motion of the ship is expressed by
coordinates of the center of gras'ity (x0 , 0, z0 ) in terms of the z, y, :-axes, and the pitching angle 9.
positive in the bow down ratation.The following transformation is valid between the coordinate system
(z,y,: ) and (X,i";z).

X = (z-z 0 )cos9-(z-:)in

Y = (3)
Z = (x-zo)sin+(z-:)oCs9

The geometry of the hull surface is expressed by the equation

Y = F(X, Z) = f(z, :, t) (4)

The body boundary condition at the hull surface S,, is

[H] Is+ I ..- = 0 on S (5)

Writing

=', 8ffi /lX, Fz = DF/8z
one can express (5) in the form

[HJ (-ko cosl + i. sin G - Z9)Fx + (- o sinG - % co, 9 + xG)F'z
+fI, +G *.f , =o (6)

where dots mean time derivartives.
The free surface condition consists of the kinematic and the dynmic conditions. If the free surface

is expressed by = , the kinematic condition is

[(] X + the + axis -t , Y0ax ath =i( (7)

The dynamic condition that thc pressure is constant on the free surface is

(DJ

3
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',+ +(#;+ 0"+ 'P) + =o at :Y( = ( )

The vihority potential is tile 511111 of the incident wave potentid 0,. and the disturbance potential *,
slt.-i as 0 = 0,. + 46. We have tl' coudition at infi||ity * = 0". at V/7 o+Y2 ._, 00. If the depth of
water is ifi|ite, we have the condition : = 0 at -00. However these conditions for water of
infinite stretch in;ky not be convenient for numerical solution. Then the width and the depth of water
are assumed finite in the actual computation.

The solution of the boundary value problem defined above is sinplified to a great extent by appli-
cation of the slender body theory. The fundamental assumption is that the breadth B and the draft d of
tle ship are both nnuch smaller than the length L, B/L < 1, d/L < 1. Now let us define the slenderness
ratio as .= d/L, and assume B/d = 0(1). The slender body theory is based on a singular perturbation
in the near iell.

The formation is efficiently induced by the coordinate stretching technique. The governing equation
is transformcd to a system of stretched coordinate X', z,:' such as x = z', y -- y', z = e:'. The solution
is expanded in ascending powers of .e, the governing equation is reduced to the Laplace equation in two
dimensions in the transverse y, z-plane,

[g o€. + 09.; 0 9

In applying similar techniques to the boundary conditions, we assume the following,

CIL = 0(c), z,/L = 0(c), 9 = 0(c)

Then the hull surface condition is transformed to

[H] -[UFx+(U6+i.- V) F] [I+ F] 1  (10)

where n is the outward normal of the hull contour and we can put x= - z.. The kinematic and
dynamic free surface conditons become

I (, + -PVCW - 0, = 0 at z = € (11)
1

[D] o 2 + _ ( 2 + + p2) +gC = 0 atz=C (12)

In the derivation of the above equations, we have assumed w1 -V = 0(1), where w1 is the circular
frequency of encounter, w1 = w + kU, otherwise the free surface condition is a trivial.

Since the velocity potential is decomposed as

0 = 0" +, (13)

The boundary condition for the disturbance potential 0 becomes8I = _ [UF'+ (,,+0 1-/ 8.".
[H] .= _[~ (uyix) F"] [1 + FZI 77 (14)

nOn
If the incident wave is not steep, one can write

8"~A .. = 4 (15)

Putting
V=u +iU0  -X-c. (16)

the hull surface condition is written as

(HI LO. _(UF + VFx) (I + F Oif (17)

The free surface elevation due to the disturbance is

Ci = C - 4, (18)

Then the kinematic free surface condition can be written as

(it + ,,Ci - 0, = 0 tz f,+ , (19)
The dynamic condition becomes on the other hand

4



[D] 1 + (V+ C. +gt = 0 a =. +( t (20)

(I and to at the free surface are determined by integration of (10) and (20) with time with a suitable
initial condition. It is more convenient to employ the Lagrangeau time derivative in order to integrate the
above equatioas with time. The Lagraugeran derivative or the tuaterial derivative in the two-dimensional
y. -- lane is defined by

dt at o + 0 (21)

Then the kinematic condition is written as

tic ) (2 on 2)+ (2

while the dynamic condition is written as

D] "- = (0'+ at Z + (23)

Thus the free surface from = and value of 0 on the free surface are determined from (22) and (23)
respectively, but we must know the values of 6, and 40 on the free surface before integrating the above
equations. The fluid velocities 0y, 0': are determined by the solution of the two-dimensional Laplace
equation

(L] Ogg + 0:2 = 0 (24)

which satisfies both the hull surface condition (17) and the free surface condition (22)(23).
It should be noted that the condtion at infinity, 0 -- 0 as y -. *oo, is not applied, because the

solution is valid only in the near field. The solution of (24) is generally expressed in the form 4'1 +g(z),
where q4t satisfies the boundary conditon and vanishes at infinity and g(x) is an arbitrary function of
x only, which gives some indeterminateness to the solution. In order to make the solution definite, one
has to determine g(x) by matching with the far field solution which may be obtained in another way.
According to the linearized slender ship theory however, it id proved that g(z) becomes negligible under
the condition w./a7/ = 0(1). Therefore the condition at infinity holds in the present case.

3 Solution procedure

The slender body technique reduces the problem to the two-dimensional boundary value problem
in the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the ship as explained in the previous section. One
must remember that the problem is formulated in the coordinate system fixed in space rather than the
coordinate system moving with the ship. Therefore the solution is found in the transverse plane fixed in
space, and the hull is moving relatively to this plane as shown in Figure 2. The cross section of the hull
in the plane of solution at one instant is different from the cross section in the same plane at another
instant.

Figure 2 A transverse plane through which a ship moves

___________



lake a I ran vrse plane -it it certaii positi,, .r = T xi Ow plaite of solution. The domain in this

lilalee i1ti'ilied by lhe flhid is homeded by the heill cross section 1'1 and the intersection of the free surface

F... The' beIundary value problem is te seek the solution of the two-dimeusional Laplace equation (24).
which satisfies the hull surface condition (17) on,, r together with the free surface con( dition (22) (23)
fil I'. Tl' s0l1t.lionk is obtained at each instant on plMnes at various positiOns x = xl,x,x3,'-". Then

lte' thret,-diuncsional flow field is deeteriined.
The boundary value problem described above is solved through two steps.

(Step 1]

Assume that the value of 6 on rF is known at a certain instant t = t. The normal velocity 0,, on
P11 is given by (17) if the motion of the hull is known. Now let us take a closed domain circumscribed
by r,, rP and a contour r,, taken at a great distance surrounding the fluid domain, and apply Green's
theorem in the domain J2 inside this boundary contour. Take a field point P inside 12 and a source point
Q on the boundary contour P = Fu + rj. + r,,.. Then Green's theorem gives

OP1.j~ " - - In [( Y, _ ) 2 + (Z'_Z,.)2 Ids (25)

where n is the normal to P in the inward direction to 2, and subscripts P, Q mean the values at P and

Q respectively. If P is a point on r, the integral is taken in the sense of the Cauchy principal value, and
the equation becomes

= 1 j ( )In [(Y, _Y)2 + (Z- z)2] ds (26)

where 0 = 7r when the contour has a continuous tangent. The normal velocity 0. = a0/0n is given on
1y by the hull surface condition (17) while 0 is assumed to be known on /F. If the contour ro is taken
at an infinite distance, the conditon at infinity is valid and the integral along '. has no contribution.
However it is found that rP taken at a finite distance is more conveninet for numerical solution. Here
we take rI, composed of two vertial lines on both sides of the hull and a horizontal line representing the
water bottom of finite depth, and impose the conditon 0,. = 0 on this boundary. The value of # on PH

and F, is unknown, while 0,, on rF is unknown. Then a set of simultaneous integral equations for these
unknowns is derived from (26). The integral equation is solved by a numerical method.

[Step 2]

The solution of the integral equation obtained in Step 1 gives the normal velocity , on F. Since
the velocity potential . is assumed to be known on rp, the tangential velocity on rF is obtained by
differentiation of 0 along /p, = 0a/0s. The y and z components of the fluid velocity on the free
surface are determined by

C11 1)(27)

=. (f.o+t - 0.) (1 + 1/2 (28)

The free surface elevation and the velocity potential on the free surface at subsequent instants are

determined by the evolution equation (22) (23) respectively. Applying the values of (27) and (28) to
(22) (23), the increment of C, and # in a short interval At is given by

AC.I = At d~1/dt (29)
Ao =Atdo/dt (30)

These values are calculated with respect to a definite fluid particle. The position of the particle is
determined by

dy dZ= 0" !L- = o" +  "  (31)

Thus the free surface elevation ( = ,, + (I and the velocity potential on the free surface at the instant
t2 = t, + At are determinued, and the boundary value problem in Step I at the time t = t2 is fully defined.
The step by stel), time inarchig Irocedllre of Step 1 through Step 2 determines the evolution of the
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flow field ill a coutrol plane at a definite positio, a = ri. say. Since this is an initial value problem, the

initial condition at an initial point nust be defined. The initial poit is at the intersection of the steul of

)ow with the free surface, and the computation starts at the instant when the initial point readies the

control plane. The simplest idea for the initial condition is that 0 = 0 on the undisturbed free surface,

while the normal velocity on the hull surface is given by the hull surface condition. However it is found

after some trial computation that difficulty appears in the numerical solution of Step 1 by this type of

initial condition because of the singularity at the intersection of the hull surface and the free surface.
The initial condition employed here is as follows. In the first time interval after the initial point, the
scale of the hull cross section in the control plane is very small, that means large Froude number of local
fluid motion and the effect of gravity does not contribute to the fluid motion much. If the ship has a
raked stem, the moion of the hull contour in the control plane is similar to the vertical motion of a
sharp wedge, for which there is an analytical solution if gravity is not present. Here we employ Mackie's
(1969) solution for the entry of a sharp wedge into a free surface as the initial conditon. According to
this theory, the velocity potential and the free surface elevation, when a wedge of apex angle a enters
the free surface at the velocity V, are given by

In 1 2 +- (-z +- '11 z32
2r 10 Y-, L 2 + (Z _--112 (2

Z =-- [in 1-L +-2y tanl- ' 1  -2] (33)

where y and z are normalized by Vt and is normalized by V 2t.

Z

0 r,.y

h r
w

FWr

Figure 3 Computational boundary

4 Numerical method

The integral equation in Step 1 is solved by a numierical mrethod. The boundary integral equation
is written i the form

00, ~ = " (P ) O njQ)(4

where

G(, Q) In[Y Q,+(5

Tme numerical boundary is takeni as that in Figure 3. On the hull surface contour Pa, 0. is given by the
bouundary condition, and on time free surface contour rp, 0 is given by the result of computation in Step
2. On the outer boundary, we set 03 = 0. The outer boundary is divided into the side wall riv and the

water bottom ra The condition of tie horizontal water bottom is satisfied by taking the image ith
respect to the bottom fite at := -h. Hereafter we define I~l and 1'p by including their image contours.

The integral equation (34) is written for a point P on ri or rtv in the form like

so,=+ J'G¢d - j ,.Gd = J *,Gd- j Gods (3G)
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where G = G(P Q). G,. = OG(P, Q) /OnQ for brevity. If the point P is on /ri, the integral equation is
written in the from

JrH+ AV 4,G,,ds - jr 4,.Gds = -0,~ + 41 0,,Gds - jr G~ds (37)

The right hand sides of the above equations are known quantities. The contour is divided by discrete
points with small intervals by straight line segments connecting each adjacent point. The values of 0,
and 0,, are defined at these points, and the linear variation of 4, and 0,, is assumed along each segment.
The integral equation is then replaced by a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. The value of
0 in the integral equation in this time is the angle interior to the domain 12 between each contiguous
segment.

The simultaneous algebraic equations can be written in matrix form,

[(All (DIJ if {4,} J B1] (C1 I if 0.) (38
[ A2] [D2J J~ t~ f - [B21 JC21 J (38).

where 4, mean values on rH or fly, and 0, 41. on F. If we write the above equation in simpler form

[A~il {O,} -[Eij] {4.J} (39)

the elements of the matrices are given by

A-- i + sG.ds sP- Gds
AS- - Sj-

+ Gnds - J G.ds (40)Sj+l - Sj f si+1 -sj

B . sGd - _i GdsB i s - Si- -1 si - #j-I fit

+ 3+i Gds -Gds (41)+ - j ./ 8j+i - ji f(

We have a system of linear algebraic equations with respect to O, on PH and riv and O. on F-. The
unknown values of 4 on PH and rt, and , on F are determined simply by the matrix inversion using
the computer. Thus the flow field in a certain transverse plane Z at a cerain instant t = t1 is completely
determined.

+ On Nodal valu of or #n

C A

Figure 4 Intersection point Figure 5 Discontinuous elements

There are several points which need special treatment. Since a measure of deck wetness is relative
height of the wave surface at the hull surface, and the point of intersection of the hull surface and free
surface presents the top of the wetted region on the hull surface, it is obvious that cautious treatment
of the intersection point is very important for the prediction of deck wetness. Several researchers have
presented methods to treat this point, but some of their methods seem to be inaccurate, and some are
not suitable in the present problem. The values of 0 and 0,, are defined at nodal points connecting
adjacent line segments which replace the boundary contour. Though the potential is unique at any nodal
point, the normal velocity 0,, does not have a unique value at nodes where the normal to the boundary
is not unique. II particular, the intersection point is a special node at which 0 is continuous while 0,
is different on each side because of different boundary conditions as shown in Figure 4. Write 0+ for

8



the niurinal Vlocity to the h1ll surface and o- to ti t re surfae at the intersection point. Since #* is
knownu anl t#- unknown, (39) can be transfornmed to

[A Ij ( , } = (Bij {0,, } + (Cij (,.) (42)

where 0,, E fj.

The unknown 0- is determined from the above equation. Another kind of nodal point which needs
special treatment is the tip of the spray jet which sometimes occurs. The potential is given at this point,
whil the unknown normal velocity at the free surface has different values on both sides of the jet. Two
itnkiowns at the same nodal point require another equation. The method to solve this problem involves
liscoutiumois elements introduced by Brebbin and Dominguez (1989) as shown in Figure 5. Instead of
the nodal point B connecting segments AB and BC, we take a point B' on AB and B" on BC. Then
* and , are calculated at B' and B". The values of 0,, at B on both sides of the jet are obtained by
extrapolation.

The next time step is the determination of the free surface at the instant slightly later by a short
time interval At. For each time step, the main computations described below are performed for the
deformation of the free surface.

1) Determination of unknowns 0, #,: Equation (42) is rearranged in the form

[A] {X} = {Y} (43)

[A, -[C 1]1 (44)
[A] = L A21 -[C2 1]

101. (45)

[,B1  -[D]l 0 1 [+ w] i(
{f'} = 3 ( 21 -(D2]j {1 } j IP21 i.(6

where [F1] and [F] are subvectors of [C,] in (42). The right hand side of (43) is a known vector,
and {x } is determined by the matrix inversion.

2) Time-stepping : The position of fluid particles and values of potential 0, on the free surface for
the next time at t = tl + At, are determined by

S(t1 +A t) = Y (t1) + O,(tO)At (47)
z (t1+At) = z (t l ) + #,(t)A + (t1 +At) - (t ) (48)

At) = 0(t1 ) + + _ _ g],At (49)

The fluid velocity 0., #, is calculated by (27) (28), and the tangential velocity * is expressed by
a finite difference of 0 using the three point Lagrange interpolation.

3) Smoothing : To depress a sawtooth instability of the wave profile, the five-point smoothing
algorithem is used to filter the points which are not equally spaced on the free surface. si in the
following formula is the distance between two nodal points.

For the first point (edge point):

T= i-e-. =! I I) -+ f (fo + If)1 +
SIM  JfO - f2)- (Io - Ml (10)

For the second point:

2(m =s) - +s

[ + ,,,,(mo + f-I) + S-I(fo + l (51)
8_1 +



For the center point

TO If 1(f~ -)s1f+11J $-= - s+
-[t' (h - f-2) + t-2(10 - 2)I} (52)

t...2t2(t.2 + t2)II

where t-2 = s-2 + s-,t= t2 = S + s2,1 = St + 2 +s3,n = S, + S2 +83 +54.

4) Regridding : ln some cases, node points on the free surface, especially near the hull, are either too
close to or too far front each other, leading to numerical difficulties. The regridding technique is a
useful way to keep the computation accurate. If the computed distance is less than dmin or greater
than d,,. which are the input control parameters, the points only near the hull are redistributed
by cubic spline or linear interpolation.

Thus the computation at the next time step is repeated by the above procedure 1) through 4).
Since the ship is moving with forward speed U, the hull section moves astern in each time interval, and
reaches the stern at the time L/U after the beginning of the above procedure at the bow. Therefore the
result of computation in one round dose not express the time evolution of the free surface at a definite
section of the ship nor the free surface elevation in different sections at the same instant. In order to
complete the computation to obtain the result for every section throughout the length of the ship, the
same computation procedures starting from the bow should be repeated by shifting the initial instant
by the time interval At - Az/U, where Ax is the interval of the section for which the result is required.

0.4

0.2

-0.1

-0.2 0.0 0.2

Figure 6 Body plan (L=4.5m,B=0.496m, d=0.163m)

5 Numerical Examples

A frigate model shown in Figure 6 is employed for the numerical example. The computation of ship
motion in regular waves by means of the strip method and results of towing tank experiment of this
model have been published by O'dea and Walden(1984).

Numerical computations are carried out in two conditions. The first is the steady forward motion
in still water. The Froude number varies from 0.10 to 0.60. We take W = 60B and h = 1.2L as the
computationl domain. The number and intervals of the nodal points distributed on three boundaries
Pt, "iv and rp are as follows.

(1) Ot rt : The number of nodes depends on the wetted depth of the liull contour, such as As = d/20
near the keel and As = d/40 near the point of intersectiou with Pp.

(2) On "iv : 15 points are distributed with an equal interval.
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(3) ()t It.. 151 p~ointus .ar distrilbuted fro,, the itterse tion with &I iii an equal interval As -B/100,
init , lher 50 poihiLs are distribited along the reitainitig part of the boundary with arithmetic

iitiervals.

Tli,' iiiiieri'al results at the time interval At give the free surface profile in the transverse sections
wit It intervals .r = UAt. The tine step is chos(, ilk such a way that the niumerical results are obtained
-it the l1ll sections with the interval A.r = L/800. The reliability of the niunerial results is confirmed
by chaitgitlg the inter.ald Ax alid the grid density on the free surface.

The results of computation are ilhlustrated in Figure 7 through Figure 13. At low Froude numbers
less thal 0.2, generation of spray is inot observed, but diverging waves generated at the bow are gradually
steepened and eventually break at the pointed crest. suggesting the white cap. At Froude number 0.2,
overturning of the wave crest is observed, but the spray is not developed yet. At Froude number 0.3,
generation of spray by the overturning free surface is clearly observed. At Froude number 0.4, some
instalbility appears on the free surface underneath the spray root, which may suggest the spilling type
of wave breaking instead of the plunging type. At Froude number 0.5, some undulation appears on the
free surface under the spray sheet, and this undulation grows up further at Froude number 0.6. This
phenomenon suggests another type of wave breaking.

The second case is the same ship making heaving and pitching oscillation in sinusoidal head sea
waves as expressed by eq.(2) at uniform forward speed of Froude number 0.3. The length of the incident
wave is so chosen as AIL = 1.2, at which the maximum amplitude of the oscillations is observed in
experiment. The ship motion is given by

Z = Zsin(wit + kxa + co + el)

0 = 8, sin(wt+kz +eo+6 2 )

where wt = w + kU and z is the x-coordinate of the center of gravity referred to the origin at F.P..
Values of ZA, 9., el and 62 are taken from experimental data of O'dea et al.

The position of the control plane is defined by the phase angle of the incident wave on the control
plane at the instant when the foremost point of the bow arrives at this control plane as shown in Figure
14, and the numerical procedure starts at this instant. If the control plane fixed in space is arranged
with the inter-alAzo, the phase difference between adjacent planes is Aeo = (wi/U)Azo. The numerical
results for the free surface profile are obtained at hull sections with the interval Az = L/1000, so the
time interval of the computation is chosen as At = 0.002256 seconds. The reliability of the numerical
results is checked by changing the interval Az and the grid density as before.

Three kinds of the wave steepness (the ratio of wave height to wave length) i.e. H/A = 0.02, 0.03
and 0.04 are chosen for the numerical examples. Computations are carried out at control planes at
60 = 0.0. ir/4, ir/2, 37r/4, ir and 71r/4. However the preliminary computation has shown that there is no
possibility of deck wetness at co greater than w/2, so that results with £o = 0.0, r/4 and r/2 will given
here.
1) Results of H/A =0.02

The evolution of the free surface profile in the bow region at the control plane ea = 0.0 is shown
in Figure 15. At Section 133(X/L = -0.058) of the hull, the level of the free surface exceeds the deck
height. but water is pushed asi'de by the hull at the deck side. The overturning of the free surface results
the sheet of sl)Lay jet directed outward, so that there is no shipping water on board as far as the vertical
novement of the free surface relative to the deck is upward. At Section 201(X/L = -0.126) however,

the relative motion of the free surface turns to downward. Then water once lifted above the deck level
is scooped up at the deck side, and a small amount of shipping water enters on deck as shown in Figure
16.

The result at the control plane co = 7/4 is shown in Figure 17. The overturning free surface and the
outward spray sheet are similar to the former case, but shipping water resulted by the relative movement
of the free surface as shown in Figure 16 in the former case does not take place in this case. Another
difference is tlte appearance of undulation of the free surface beneath the spray sheet, which may cause
tlte breaking of free surface behind this position.

The result at the control plane co = ir/2 is shown in Figure 18. The behavior of the free surface is
tilffrent fronm the former cases. As the heave of free surface exceeds time deck level at Section 58 much
closer to the stem than in the former cases diue to deep immnergence of the bow, the spray appears at the
tip of heaved water and turnis inward over the deck due to outward movement of the deck side. Then
shiilpiuig watter on board is restllted.

11



Comtitations att the cntrol phlUe c0 o 3=U/4, T and 7r/4 show no shipping water. As a consequence,
oI, ca tit 'onlude that deck wetness begins to take place in the wave height H/A = 0.02 at co = 0.0 and
,T/2. This result is in agreement with experimental data.
2) Resitilts of H/\ =0.03

The bChwior of the free sarf ae is quite different front the forier case, because of the greater motion
of the haul. Heavy deck wetness is reported in experiment. The numerical result at co = 0.0 is shown in
Figitre 19. As the bow plunges into the wave surface, a mass of water is raised up on both sides of the
deck in thick spray like liquid walls. Water at the top of the wall spreads in both directions, forming
spray shects directing inward and outward to the hutill. The inward spray falls on deck, resulting heavy
deck wetmiess. This phetonenon is similar to the collapse of a liquid column.

Tlh result at z0 = r/4 is showni in Figure 20. After the heaving free surface exceeds the deck side,
spray directing inward similar to the case of Figure 18 appears at the tip, bringing shipping water. A
similar behavior of the free surface is observed at the hull section closer to the stem at co = V/2 as
shown in Figure 21.

According to the experimental observation, the bow of the ship is lifted above the wave surface
almost clear of water at the phase angle greater than eo" = zr/2. Then slamming is likely to take place
at the bow region. The present computation scheme is not application to this situation.
3) Results of H/A =0.04

The result at co = 0.0 is shown in Figure 22. The free surface phenomenon like the collapse of a
liquid column is similar to that in Figure 19, but in a much exaggerated form. The spray sheet at the
top of lifted water is stronger, resulting heavy deck wetness.

Figure 23 shows the result at ro = w/4. The heaved free surface turns inboard as exceeding the
deck side and brings heavy shipping water in the bow region.

A similar phenomenon appears at the hull section closer to the stem at eC = X/2 as shown in Figure
24.

6 Conclusions

Nonlinear computations of the free surface elevation at the bow region of a frigate model in the
steady forward motion as well as in the heaving and pitching oscillations are carried out under the
slender body approximation.

The computation for the steady forward motion well simulates the generation of spray and the
breaking of bow waves. It is found that the pattern of breaking wave changes according to increase of
forward speed.

The computation for the oscillating ship at forward speed of Froude number 0.30 shows the effect
of the incident wave height. At the wave height of H/A = 0.02, a mass of water is raised above the deck
and pushed aside forming spray like the plunging breaker. However only a small amount of shipping
water is observed. At greater wave height H/A = 0.03 and 0.04, heavy deck wetness is resulted by falling
water from the thick spray sheet at the lifted free surface over the detk. Deck wetness begins at the
wave height H/A = 0.02, and the result is in good agreement with the experimental observation.
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Figure 14 The position of the No.1 control plane (a) and
the expresstion of the initial phase of wave (b)
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